This MAY 22 NEWS FLASH is brought
to you by Lisa Moore and her
wonderful crew at Whitehorse Tack,
Gifts & Supplies. Within walking
distance of the Equestrian Pavilion at
the fairgrounds/event center,
Whitehorse provides everything equine
enthusiasts need to care for the
horses they love - outfitting both horse
and rider, while providing necessary
grooming and care supplies in addition
to numerous gift items. Drop by the
store and say hello or visit their new website (click on their spot to the left) for a look
at the complete array of products available.

NEWS FLASH
Fate of Templeton Fire now in the
hands of the voters
[MAY 21] Voters in the town of Templeton will now
have the final say in the decision on whether or not
to keep Templeton's Fire & Emergency Services
Department.
After almost a decade of work, trying different
staffing scenarios and researching various
additional funding mechanisms, the Board of Directors for Templeton Community
Services District (TCSD) voted unanimously tonight to hold a special all-mail
election in August.
Voters will be asked to support a special tax levy to fill the funding gap necessary to
staff Templeton Fire for 7/24 service. It will require a two-thirds vote to pass.

Much more on this in upcoming updates and special editions. In the meantime,
please see the "Decision 2019" page on the Soaring Eagle Press website (click on
the SEP banner above) for a number of resources to read and study prior to voting.

THE WEATHER STATION & RAIN GAUGE
More cool, cloudy weather with mild winds is on tap
for the next few days. This weather forecast is
courtesy of Weather Underground. Please CLICK
HERE to visit their regularly updated 10-day weather
forecast for the Templeton area.

With essentially double the annual rainfall this season,
weed abatement remains a VERY HIGH PRIORITY.
Please make certain that your property is fire safe,
now and throughout the fire season. It is highly
probable that mowing, trimming, disking, etc. to stay
fire safe will be necessary several times this year.
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